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• Address the pathway.
• Prevent spread of 

mussels while 
keeping boaters 
boating.

THE GOAL



PARTNERSHIP



Phoenix 2012

• Co-learning Workshop! 
• AIS Coordinators, Assistant 

Attorney Generals, Law 
Enforcement Supervisors, 
Natural Resource Agency 
attorneys

• 26 Point Action Plan to minimize 
spread of invasive mussels 
through watercraft movements



Model Law

Model Regulations

Protocols 
and 
Standards

Building Consensus in the West - RECIPRICAL ACCEPTANCE OF BOATS FROM 
LOW RISK WATERS

MOU Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where we are on path now…Funding proposal to NSGLC & AWFA for MOU development in grants office.



Watercraft inspection & 
decontamination definitions, protocols, 
and standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2013 WID: Definitions for Self-Inspection, Inspection, Decontamination, Authorized Agent, Authorized Location, Quarantine, Impound, Exclusion and Seals/Receipts.2014 WID: Reach consensus on training and certification minimum standards and provide comments to produce a final Regional WID Trainers Manual (2016). Materials that would be provided to all trained inspectors. Minimum standards for seals and common components of receipts and their use. Purpose of full decontamination process for boats with adult mussels. Purposes of targeted decontaminations (standing water, plants, suspected AIS, hot water wash). 2016 WID: Definition of high risk conveyance definition to assess the risk of boats intercepted.  See page 4-5 of the Denver III Final Report. The minimum protocols and standards each state should use with third party providers to ensure inspections meet some minimum standard (e.g., UMPS, agency training manual, etc.) as well as evaluation. Seals and receipts need to occur together for interstate communication purposes. All seals should stay on boats until they reach their destination state, with the exception of a boat that has been re-inspected, re-decontaminated, and re-sealed. States agreed that all boats inspected or decontaminated that are destined for a different state should be sealed and given a receipt.  



• Monitoring – both plankton tows and settlement 
traps or substrate samplers.

• Definitions for what constitutes early ‘detection’ 
and the minimum required to validate the 
detection

• Agreed to concentrate sampling based on risk 
assessment.

• Field sampling committee (Karen Vargas, chair) -
evaluate current methods, develop BMPs on 
minimums for confident classifications

• Lab standards committee (Steve Wells, chair)–
evaluate current lab standards; develop BMPS 
for lab processes.

Waterbody Sampling



• Waterbody definitions –based on results of 
detection sampling
o Unknown, Undetected/Negative, Inconclusive,
o Suspect, Positive, Infested

• De-listing a Waterbody
o Schedule of subsequent negative samples can allow agency to de-list a water.
o Suspect – 3 years of negative testing to get to undetected/negative.
o Positive – 5 years of negative testing to get to undetected/negative

Waterbody Classification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2013 Water body definitions based on detection. Notification requirements based on detections and water body definitions. Triggers for states to implement management (resource dependant). De-listing timelines for suspect, positive and infested water bodiesStatus Unknown – Waters that have not been monitored. Undetected/Negative - sampling/testing is ongoing and nothing has been detected, or nothing has been detected within the time frames for de-listing.Inconclusive (temporary status) - Water body has not met the minimum criteria for detection.Suspect – Water body that has met the minimum criteria for detection. Positive – Multiple (2 or more) subsequent sampling events that meet the minimum criteria for detection.Infested – A water body that has an established (recruiting or reproducing) population of AIS.De-listing a Water Body for ZQM:Inconclusive – 1 year of negative testing including at least one sample taken in the same month of subsequent year as the positive sample (accounting for seasonal environment variability) to get to undetected/negative.Suspect – 3 years of negative testing to get to undetected/negative.Positive – 5 years of negative testing to get to undetected/negative.Infested – Following a successful eradication or extirpation event including a minimum of 5 years post-event testing/monitoring with negative results.



Regional WID Data Sharing
• Goal is to have States, Provinces, NPS and other 

entities performing WID participating by end of 
year 2018.

• Highest priority – Providing timely electronic 
watercraft movement from infested waters to 
negative locations.
o States are currently receiving email notifications from 

Nevada Department of Wildlife as of June 2016.
o Eventually will replace WEST911.

• Secondary priority – Overall improved WID 
operations, reporting, management and 
customer service through rapid, standardized 
data collection and risk assessment.



“The Magic Website”

http://www.westernais.org/building-consensus

http://www.westernais.org/building-consensus



• Chaired by National Sea Grant Law Center 
& AFWA Invasives Committee

• Developed by committee of Western 
Assistant Attorney Generals and Law 
Enforcement Supervisors

• Needed common language & definitions!

MODEL 
LEGISLATIVE 
PROVISIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Essential legal authorities for boat inspection programsReviewed by all 50 statesApproved by AFWA Model regulations – definitions for items such as drain plug (pontoon) and broadly written language for scope of program (such as third party provider, decontamination, seals, etc).



National Sea Grant Law Center Will 
Update the Comparison December 
2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two year old assessment. Many Western states have been making incremental changes in law, regulation, and/or policy. Updated compilation & assessment this winter.Will be updated in December.



The Big Picture

• Multistate, regional collaboration 
• Preserves or enhances state authority

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The BC effort is a great example of what can be accomplished via multistate, regional collaboration to address a regional conservation issueThe model state law and model state regulations help both to preserve and enhance state authority to manage wildlife and recreation resources, and access to these resourcesWhen state laws are strong, Title 16 of the Lacey Act, which prohibits interstate transportation or movement of fish, wildlife, or plants in violation of state laws, allows for the elevation of such violations to federal offensesThis could be more effective or useful for regional threats than listing species under the Lacey Act Title 18, injurious wildlifeGuidance that can be adapted for any I/S



The Big Picture

• Model guidance can be applied to any I/S
• Provides a framework for other regional resource 

management issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AFWA sees the BC efforts as a model that can be applied toward any invasive species issuethe AFWA Inv. Spp. Committee is already considering other I/S to use this model towardThe model law/model regulation or associated recommendations is an excellent framework that AFWA can use and apply to any regional resource management challenge, where interstate collaboration, cooperation or reciprocal agreements can be an effective way to improve resource conservation and maintain recreational access



• “Stronger  and more consistent state 
regulations lead to reciprocity capability 
and increase potential Lacey Act Title 16 
support” Priya Nanjappa, AFWA

• Increase fiscal support

Implement Model 
Legislative 
Provisions



• Team  - NSGLC, AFWA, AAGs , AIS
• Finalize by Thanksgiving.
• Focused on invasive mussels & boat 

pathway
• Draft through AFWA committees , 

regional panels, NASBLA& NAAG –
September  19th for 30 day review.

• Comment deadline extended until 
FRIDAY.

Model Regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The draft of the model regulation was released for a 30-day national review period on September 19. We sent them to the AIS coordinators, the regional panels, NAAG, AFWA, and NASBLA. Comments were due October 14. We’ve received some feedback – all really positive with useful suggestions – but not a lot. I’ll probably try to send some reminders tomorrow morning, but we can accept comments through October 21. So, we’re encouraging everyone to take a look. We will be sharing the comments with the model regulations working group and then working to finalize the document by Thanksgiving. I then hope to work on updating the comparison report in December, which we can then present at the January meeting before kicking off the model MOU work.



Increased Coordination & 
Communication

• WAFWA reinvigorated AIS 
Committee chaired by Mark Fowden, 
WY Game & Fish

• WRP-BC presentation July 2016
• WAFWA Resolution – Encourage 

Drain Plug & Plant Laws
• Fish Chiefs HERE in Jackson!
• Roll Call – resolution
• Mutual “Asks”



Boat Industry Partnership: Boat 
Design and Construction in the 
Consideration of AIS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summit – January 2015140 degree water?!?!Your customers are our customers too!Miami Boat ShowNMMA Engineering Standards ForumABYC & NMMA – voting seats on ANSTFANSTF ad hoc boat industry partnership committeeOwners manuals �NMMA – trailers�Volvo/Penta – enginesIBEX



ABYC & IBEX
• Representatives:

Elizabeth Brown, CO
Adam Doll, MN
Glenn Dolphin, OR
Gene Seagle, NPS
Dennis Zabaglo, Tahoe

• Please review & provide comments on 
future drafts of TIR

• Decontamination Sub-Committee

• Future Need: Outreach & information 
more targeted to industry



• Finalizing & AFWA approval of model regulations

• Database/sharing

• Additional consensus needed on dry time

• Phase III: Model “Cooperative Agreement”

• Next BC Meeting: Week of April 3rd, Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Continued work
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